(Re) your #336.

1. At the end of January last year we were reading the special type (direct communication) strips for use between Vichy and (the home government?). However we have not been able to get anything new since the American ambassadors were evacuated from foreign lands. At present we are doing research on the Ø-2 for general use, but if the Finns are having any success please notify us at once.

2. We suppose the special type from your wire #(724?) is the letters, arrangement, and keys of the strips. the entry into decipherment or.

3. As division of use into the order 4-1, 7-1, 10-3 is please report at once.

4. The meaning of paragraph #3 of your wire was not clear; please explain in detail. Please explain the relation between the (succession?) and period of use of locations and keys.